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Is it acceptable for gay men to exploit surrogate mothers facing poverty,
racism, eugenic forces and misogyny?
I am a lesbian. In my political activism over more than forty years I have
repeatedly spoken out against homophobia as well as fighting against misogyny,
ableism, racism and classism among other oppressions. Today, in my talk, I am
going to criticise gay men who engage women to be surrogates so that they can
fulfil their 'desire' for children. My criticism is for anyone - straight or gay - who
acquires children through surrogacy. I am a critic of violence against women and
have been especially outspoken on violence against lesbians. Just as when men
charge women with chauvinism, it cannot stick because men are the dominant
group. Likewise, when a lesbian is critical of the politics of some gay men, we
have to remember that gay men have more power under patriarchal structures
than do Jes bians.
My view that gay men should not be engaging in surrogacy is not a hatred of gay
men, but rather a political difference: a difference that I will spell out in my talk. I
am not the first person to criticise gay men, indeed other lesbians and gays have
also done so (see Klein, 2017; Solis, 2017; Bindel and Powell, 2018).
I support the words of Julie Bindel and Gary Powell who write:
We are a lesbian and a gay man who have been involved for many years in the
struggle for gay and lesbian equality and for broader human rights issues. We
both unequivocally oppose all forms of surrogacy as unethical; as legally,
medically and psychologically dangerous; and as an abusive com modification of
women and of babies that also carries significant and barely-reported health
risks for the women and babies involved (Bindel and Powell. 2018).

Power
Power is at the centre of surrogacy, and it is misuse of power that we are talking
about here. When one person has access to, and can exercise more, power than
another, it is a relationship of unequal power.
Consider the following sentences:
Kim Kardashian West has a baby through surrogacy. Kim Kardashian is very rich.
Who does she 'choose' to be her 'surrogate'. A rich woman? Not likely.
I hated being pregnant, ... But as much as I hated it, I still wished I could have
done it on my own. The control is hard at the beginning. Once you let that go, it's
the best experience. I would recommend surrogacy for anybody (Fisher, 2018).
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But, as contributors to Broken Bonds (Lahl, Tankard Reist, and Klein, 2019)
make clear, giving up control is difficult and keeping control is more common
among commissioning parents with dire consequences for the birth mothers.
Although she suffered placenta acreta during her own pregnancy, Kim
Kardashian thought, nevertheless, that it would be okay for another woman to
put her own health at risk in order that she, Kadashian, could have a third child.
Another sentence:
Elton John pays £20,000 to surrogate mother to have second son (Daily Mail
Reporter, 2013).

The woman remains nameless, not only to the public but even on the birth
certificate. Instead David Furnish (Elton John's husband) is named as the mother.
This is Orwellian. In the real world women are mothers; men are fathers. What a
dinosaur, say the critics of my position. I say, no I care about language, about
truth in language, about being able to trust what I am being told and not
resorting to fake news.
Anca Gheaus (2016) argues an even stronger point. She writes:
... a gestational mother acquires the moral right to parent in virtue of having
gestated the child. Moreover, the reasons for holding the right are such that the
right cannot be transferred to other individuals (Ghea us, 2016, pp.21; my
emphasis).

This phrasing reminds me of the inability of a person to legally sell themselves
into slavery (though the practice continues). There is a moral integrity
encapsulated in these human rights that makes them incontrovertible.
At the centre of the surrogacy industry is a system of classism, racism, ableism
and misogyny. In addition, the logic of eugenics drives surrogacy.
Classism: Kardashians and John: These are clear examples of classism. Class and
sex go together. Men earn more than women whether they are heterosexual or
gay. Men are able to exploit women easily and a two-man family is probably even
better off than one with a man and a woman. Analysis of class ism and racism in
surrogacy is not new. Gena Corea (1985), Renate Klein (1989), Robyn Rowland
(1992) and Janice Raymond (1995) have all noted the power differences and
exploitations based differences of class and race.
Racism: It is clear that racism is an integral part of surrogacy considering the
places in which women are used as surrogates. Sheela Saravanan for her book, A
Transnational Feminist View ofSurrogacy Biomarkets in India (2018),
interviewed at least fifty women for her ethnographic study.
Kajsa Ekis Ekman summarises the use of poor women in surrogacy:
At a clinic in Anand in northern India, women give birth to Western children.
White women's eggs are inseminated with w hite men's sperm, and the embryo is
implanted in the wombs of Indian women. The children will show no traces of
the women who bore them. They will neither bear her name nor get to know her.
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After giving birth to the children, the Indian women surrender them (Ekis
Ekman, 2013, p. 125).
•
Southeast Asia and South Asia have been leading places for surrogacy
clinics and Sheela Saravanan documents how that has worked (Saravanan 2018)
and the ways it continues in India (Saravanan in Lah! et al, 2019, pp. 91-100)
even if foreigners are now technically no longer able to engage in surrogacy in
India. Thailand, Cambodia and Nepal have now banned surrogacy. But Laos has
opened clinics. Exploitation based on class and race continues.
•
Ukraine, Russia, Romania, Hungary, Georgia are all places to visit to get a
baby through surrogacy. While the women here are white, they are poor and
women from Eastern Europe are often still regarded as lesser beings by
Westerners (Lah! eta/, pp. 25-26; pp. 43-46; pp. 761-74; pp.107-110; pp.117120).
•
In the US, where commercial surrogacy is legal in 11 states, it is AfricanAmerican and Hispanic women who are frequently used by the surrogacy
industry and if white women are, they are poor white women (Lah! et al, pp. 121126). In the US, you can order twins born with two different fathers (Daily Mail,
2019).

Ableism: the Baby Gammy case in 2014 made headlines around the world. A
child with Down syndrome "left behind in Thailand by his Australian
commissioning parents, sex-offender father and his wife" (Klein 2017, p. 1; see
also pp. 39-40). The push for a eugenic reproductive approach is the ultimate
political oppression, namely the erasure of an entire class, sex, caste, religion or
ethnic group. Children perceived as 'less than perfect' (Place, 2019) will be
eliminated. As I put it:
When we hear of this it is usually referred to as ethnic cleansing, genocidal rape,
mass murder and almost to a person-a decent person-it is regarded
negatively. But when it comes to the erasure of people with disabilities before
birth such negative connotations rarely manifest themselves (Hawthorne
forthcoming 2020).
Surrogacy enables the intending parent to specify the genetic characteristics of
the child and, in particular that the child should not be born with a disability.
Women who go through surrogacy as part of their contract can be required to
undergo a 'foetal reduction' when multiple embryos develop. They can be forced
to have a termination in the event that the expected child shows a disability in
utero. Women can be left literally 'holding the baby' and not being paid the
amount of money they agreed to because of a disability either in utero or
appearing at birth.

Misogyny: As Renate Klein argues so cogently in her book, Surrogacy, three
women are negatively affected by a surrogacy arrangement:
•
The birth mother 'the surrogate' who puts her life at risk for the
commissioning parents.
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•
If there is an egg donor - and in the case of gay men wanting a child, this
is always the case (Eastman in Lahl eta/, pp. 27-36) - then the egg donor's health
is jeopardised. The process of donating eggs is not simple and as Maggie Eastman
points out it has left her with serious physical (terminal breast cancer) and
psychological repercussions.
•
In a heterosexual couple, the new 'mother' can feel at a loss, can feel she is
a failure and be deeply resentful towards the baby and the woman who gave
birth to her/him..
•
The child of the new parents will also end up questioning what has
happened. Was I bought? Why did my birth mother never contact me (she was
probably prevented from doing so)? Who are my blood relatives? These are the
same questions adopted children ask (Mackieson, 2015).
Rights
A sentence I hear regularly in the media and in debates about surrogacy is that
gay men have a 'right' to 'family formation'.

Whose rights are we speaking about here? Not all gay men are rich, but I would
venture a guess that the gay couples who engage a surrogate are not on low
wages, are not working class.
People say, "I'm against surrogacy, but how else will those poor gay men have a
baby?" Women are socialised to give and to continue giving at their own peril.
Before critics accuse me that none of this applies to Australia where we have
only so-called altruistic surrogacy, women continue to provide their bodies to
others. It is not unusual for lesbians to have children for gay men.
There is no right for anyone to have a child. Under the rules of the Convention on
the Rights of the Child (CRC) numerous protocols are broken including that of
selling of children and as Renate Klein documents the surrogacy industry
violates Article 7 and Article 35 of the CRC (Klein, 2017, pp.100-101).

Julie Bindel and Gary Powell point out that an argument of 'equality' is being
used to make it acceptable for gay men to engage in 'surrogacy'. But as I noted at
the beginning, there is no equality here, but rather a relationship of unequal
power. Spanish writer, Raul Solis (2017 cited in Klein, 2017, pp. 153) coins the
word 'gaypitalismo' to express his concern that gay men are swapping 'being
oppressed' with becoming the oppressor after years of support from lesbians
and heterosexual feminists in their battles against criminalised homosexuality.
Surrogacy is an industry in which we are creating a new stolen generation with
consequences of transgenerational trauma as we have seen in the Bringing Them
Home Report (1997) and Julia Gillard's National Apology for Forced Adoptions
(2013). But this time it is inherently a part of the industry. The baby is conceived
in order to be taken away at birth. As Renate Klein points out in Surrogacy, pets
are better treated and puppies and kittens are usually not removed from their
mothers until 6 to 8 weeks old (I am not recommending this, simply pointing it
out).
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The surrogacy industry in Australia has a number of prominent gay men at its
helm (Sam Everingham; Stephan Page). Surrogacy is also a big money earner: for
IVF clinics; for lawyers; for brokers. And coming up in Taiwan is a kind of Baby
Fair:
New York-based non-profit Men Having Babies (MHB) stages events
across the world to provide advice and support to all LGBT+ people who
want to become parents and plans to stage its first annual Asian event on
March 9-10 in Taipei, Taiwan.

The two-day event, described as a 'boot camp' will include prospective
'surrogate' mothers, egg donors as well as lawyers, doctors and local clinics.
So whose rights are we talking about here? We need to be talking about the
rights of poor women, of women whose poverty or desperation is caused by
structural racism, of the disabled rejected because they did not fit the model of
the perfect baby; of women once again subjected to misogyny.
Gay men in these days of equal marriage laws are perceived by the mainstream
as a progressive force. And some gay men do behave as a progressive force.
However, there is a distinct class of wealthy mobile gay men who are promoting
surrogacy as a new freedom for gay men. But there is nothing progressive about
exploiting women on the basis of poverty, ethnicity, disability or sex. There is no
place for an industry based on misogyny, racism, classism and ableism.
I urge you to say no to this Bill.
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